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Abstract—The adblocking arms race has escalated over the
last few years. An entire new ecosystem of circumvention (CV)
services has recently emerged that aims to bypass adblockers
by obfuscating site content, making it difficult for adblocking
filter lists to distinguish between ads and functional content. In
this paper, we investigate recent anti-circumvention efforts by
the adblocking community that leverage custom filter lists. In
particular, we analyze the anti-circumvention filter list (ACVL),
which supports advanced filter rules with enriched syntax and
capabilities designed specifically to counter circumvention. We
show that keeping ACVL rules up-to-date requires expert list
curators to continuously monitor sites known to employ CV
services and to discover new such sites in the wild — both
tasks require considerable manual effort. To help automate
and scale ACVL curation, we develop CV-I NSPECTOR, a machine learning approach for automatically detecting adblock
circumvention using differential execution analysis. We show that
CV-I NSPECTOR achieves 93% accuracy in detecting sites that
successfully circumvent adblockers. We deploy CV-I NSPECTOR
on top-20K sites to discover the sites that employ circumvention
in the wild. We further apply CV-I NSPECTOR to a list of sites that
are known to utilize circumvention and are closely monitored by
ACVL authors. We demonstrate that CV-I NSPECTOR reduces the
human labeling effort by 98%, which removes a major bottleneck
for ACVL authors. Our work is the first large-scale study of the
state of the adblock circumvention arms race, and makes an
important step towards automating anti-CV efforts.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

The widespread adoption of adblocking has threatened the
advertising-based business model of many online publishers
[20]. In response, publishers have deployed anti-adblockers
that detect adblockers and force users to either disable their
adblockers or sign up for paid subscriptions [11], [55], [67].
However, anti-adblocking has not proven very successful:
adblockers can often hide anti-adblocking popups [42], [50],
[78] or users mostly choose to navigate away [20], [56].
Some publishers have resorted to outright circumvention of
adblockers. There are now dedicated third-party circumvention
(CV) services that help publishers re-insert ads by bypassing
adblockers. Examples include AdThrive [12], AdDefend [7],
and Publica [59]. These CV services are different, and more
advanced, than anti-adblockers. While anti-adblockers generally initiate a dialogue with users [66], CV providers try to
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sneak ads without giving users any notice or choice [44], [61],
[62]. More specifically, CV services re-insert ads by evading
filter lists [35], such as the community-driven EasyList (EL)
[68], used by adblockers to block ads [13], [22], [26], [53].
The adblocking community has taken notice of the aggressive circumvention tactics used by CV services. Most
notably, Adblock Plus (ABP) [5] established a dedicated anticircumvention (anti-CV) effort that is centered around a new
dedicated filter list, the anti-circumvention list (ACVL), to
counter these CV services [4], [36], [45]. ACVL supports an
extended syntax with advanced capabilities, such as to hide
DOM elements based on a combination of CSS styles and text,
beyond the simpler rules supported by EL [47]. Concurrently
with ABP, other adblockers, such as uBlock Origin [71] and
AdGuard [9], also incorporate similar advanced anti-CV filter
rules [8], [10], [39], [69]. Similar to other adblocking filter
lists [31], [68], anti-CV filter rules are curated manually based
on crowdsourced user feedback. However, ACVL is curated
primarily by a small set of expert list authors instead of the
broader community that supports EL. Thus, a key challenge
faced by the ACVL curators is keeping up with the fast paced
nature of CV services [30]. Our measurements show that the
updates to ACVL are made 8.7 times more frequently as
compared to EL. Another challenge is that anti-CV efforts
are in the public domain, which gives CV providers the
opportunity to monitor anti-CV efforts and adapt their evasive
tactics accordingly.
To address these challenges, we introduce CV-I NSPECTOR,
an automated approach to detect whether a site employs adblock CV services. CV-I NSPECTOR includes (i) an automated
data collection and differential execution analysis for a list of
sites of interest; (ii) an algorithm for prioritizing and expediting
ground truth labeling; and (iii) a supervised machine learning classifier using features that capture obfuscation of web
requests and HTML DOM by CV services. We evaluate CVI NSPECTOR using two real-world data sets. First, we consider
the top-20K sites and show that CV-I NSPECTOR is able to
accurately detect whether or not a site employs circumvention.
In the process, we uncover several new sites (including news
publishers, adult sites, and niche lower-ranked sites) that
successfully employ third-party CV services. Second, we apply
CV-I NSPECTOR, with ACVL loaded, on a set of sites that
are continuously monitored by ABP, and find that some of
them successfully evade anti-CV filters. More importantly, our
results show that CV-I NSPECTOR can reduce human labeling
efforts by 98%, which is a major step in scaling the effort
to combat circumvention. To the best of our knowledge,

this work presents the first large-scale systematic analysis
of adblock circumvention on the web. It provides tools [72]
that can significantly automate circumvention detection and
monitoring, thus helping to prioritize the efforts of expert
ACVL curators, which is a major bottleneck in this arms race.

B. Anti-adblocking
Many publishers deploy anti-adblockers that use clientside JavaScript (JS) to detect adblockers based on whether
ads are missing. Fig. 1(a) illustrates the workflow of antiadblocking. The logic is implemented by a client-side JS that
first detects whether an ad is missing by measuring the ad’s
display properties or other dimensions. Then, it displays a
popup either warning users to disable their adblockers or a
paywall asking them to sign-up for paid subscriptions.

The outline of the rest of the paper is the following.
Sec. II provides background of adblock circumvention and
related work. Sec. III provides a longitudinal characterization
of the anti-CV filter list and highlights pain-points and bottlenecks. Sec. IV presents the design and evaluation of the
CV-I NSPECTOR methodology, including the description of the
automated web crawling, the differential analysis, the machine
learning classifier and feature engineering. Sec. V applies CVI NSPECTOR for two different applications: discovering sites
that employ CV services in the wild and monitoring sites that
are known to employ circumvention to reduce human labeling
efforts. Sec. VI concludes with a discussion of potential
impact, limitations, and future directions.
II.

Third-party anti-adblocking services [19], [41], [56] are
used by many news publishers such as the Washington Post and
Forbes. Nithyanand et al. [52] manually analyzed JS snippets
to characterize anti-adblockers. Mughees et al. [50] trained
a machine learning classifier to detect anti-adblockers based
on HTML DOM changes. These early studies showed that
hundreds of sites had started deploying anti-adblockers.
Adblockers counter anti-adblockers using specialized filter
lists that use the same syntax as the standard EL. These filter
rules either trick the detection logic of anti-adblockers by
allowing baits or hiding the warning message shown by antiadblockers after detection. Iqbal et al. [42] studied the coverage
of these filter lists (e.g., Adblock Warning Removal List)
against anti-adblocking. They showed that these filter lists are
often slow in adding suitable rules by several weeks or sometimes even months. They further trained a machine learning
classifier to detect anti-adblocking JS using static analysis. Zhu
et al. [78] proposed a dynamic differential analysis approach
to detect and disrupt anti-adblockers. The aforementioned
countermeasures have proven reasonably successful against
anti-adblockers. Moreover, the warning messages shown by
anti-adblockers have proven to be of limited benefit [23], [63].
About three-quarters of surveyed users said that they would
simply leave the site instead of disabling their adblocker [56].
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Adblockers rely on filter lists to detect and counter ads.
Rules in these filter lists are manually curated by volunteers
based on crowdsourced user feedback [13], [73]. Filter rules
can block network requests to fetch ads using hostname or
path information. In addition, they can hide HTML elements
of ads using class names or IDs. As adblocking has gone
mainstream [20], publishers have undertaken various countermeasures that can be divided into three categories.
A. Whitelisting
Some adblockers allow whitelisting of ads if they conform to certain standards. The Acceptable Ads program [1]
whitelists ads if they are not intrusive based on their placement,
distinction, and size. ABP and a few other adblockers currently
implement the Acceptable Ads based whitelist. The Better Ads
Standard [18], by the Coalition for Better Ads, prohibits a
narrower set of intrusive ad types such as pop-up ads and large
sticky ads. Google’s Chrome browser blocks ads on sites that
do not comply with the Better Ads Standard, and whitelists
ads on the remaining sites [25]. However, whilelisting is not
a silver bullet for publishers. First, it is not supported by
many popular adblockers such as uBlock Origin and the Brave
Browser. Second, some adblockers, such as ABP, require large
publishers to pay a fee to be whitelisted. Publishers may also
have to pay a fee to ad exchanges, such as the Acceptable Ads
Exchange, to serve acceptable ads.

C. Circumvention
Publishers have recently started to manipulate the delivery
of ads on their site to outright circumvent adblockers. Circumvention techniques can be broadly divided into two categories:
Cloaking-based Circumvention. Publishers route ads through
channels that adblockers do not have visibility into due to bugs
or other limitations. For instance, advertisers used WebSockets
to circumvent adblocking extensions in Chrome because of a
bug in the WebRequest API that is used by extensions to intercept network requests [16]. More recently, advertisers have
used DNS CNAME to disguise HTTP requests to advertising
and tracking domains as first-party requests [27], [28]. However, cloaking-based circumvention is not long-lasting because
it is neutralized once the bug is fixed. For example, Bashir et
al. [16] showed that WebSockets-based cloaking was rendered
ineffective when Chrome patched the WebRequest bug [57].
Moreover, cloaking is typically not effective against browsers
with built-in adblocking because they are not constrained by
the extension API used by adblocking extensions. Thus, we
do not focus on cloaking-based circumvention in our work.

Prior work has investigated the evolution and impact of
ad whitelisting. Walls et al. [74] studied the growth of the
Acceptable Ads whitelist over the years and showed that it
covers a majority of the popular sites. They also reported
that the whiltelisting process is flawed because “acceptable”
ads are often disliked by users due to their intrusiveness
and misleading resemblance to page content. In fact, the
whitelisting of deceptive ads from content recommendation
networks such as Taboola and Outbrain [17] has been quite
controversial [3]. Pujol et al. [60] showed that most ABP users
do not opt-out of the Acceptable Ads whitelist despite these
issues. Merzdovnik et al. [46] showed that ABP blocked the
least amount of ads as compared to other adblocking tools
because of whitelisting.

Obfuscation-based Circumvention. Publishers obfuscate
their web content (e.g., domain, URL path, element ID) to
evade filter rules used by adblockers [75]. In contrast to
cloaking-based approaches, obfuscation-based circumvention
2

Filter Types
Web Request
Blocking
Element Hiding
Advanced
JavaScript Abortion
Advanced
Element Hiding

EL
3

ACVL
3

3
7

3
3

7

3

Example
||a.com/ads/*/images$script
||a.com##.ad-container
||a.com#$#abort-on-property-read EX,
||a.com#$#abort-on-property-write EX
||a.com#$#hide-if-contains-visible-text /Sponsor/

Purpose
Blocks web requests matching domain, path
and script type
Hides all elements matching class name
Stops JS execution from reading or writing to
window.EX
Hides all elements containing Sponsor text

TABLE I.

OVERVIEW OF SIMPLE ( USED BY E ASY L IST OR “EL”) AND ADVANCED ( USED BY EL AND ACVL) FILTER RULES . O NLY THE ADVANCED
FILTER RULES CAN STOP THE EXECUTION OF JS AND TAKE INTO ACCOUNT THE VISIBILITY OF CONTENT WHEN BLOCKING ELEMENTS .

is powerful because it exploits the inherent weaknesses of
filter rules — namely that filter rules must be precise when
targeting what to block (i.e., to avoid false positives) and that
they are slow to adapt (i.e., filter rule updates). Furthermore,
obfuscation-based circumvention can allow publishers to seamlessly continue programmatic advertising that is financially
more lucrative for publishers than anti-adblocking.

Adblock Detected!

Shows Warning
Mesage
AntiAdblocking
JavaScript

Please Disable Your Adblocker

Ad

Detects Ad
Missing

(a) Anti-Adblocking

In this work, we focus on obfuscation-based circumvention.
Fig. 1(b) illustrates its general workflow: (1) JS detects whether
an ad is missing; (2) if an ad is found to be missing, then
an obfuscated web request is sent to a CV server; (3) the
CV server de-obfuscates the request and relays it to the
corresponding third-party ad servers or the publisher’s ad
server to attain the new ad; (4) the CV server obfuscates the
ad content and sends it back to the browser; (5) JS rebuilds
the ad content into DOM elements; and (6) it re-injects the
new ad at a desired location.

Ad

Re-injects
Ad

Rebuilds
Ad Content

Ad Content
Obfuscation

Ad Content

Ad

Detects Ad
Missing

Ad Request
JavaScript Obfuscation Circumvention
Server

Ad
Servers

(b) Obfuscation-based Circumvention
Fig. 1. (a) (1) If JS detects that an ad is missing; (2) it shows a popup
window asking the user to disable the adblocker, pay for a subscription, or
whitelist the site. (b) (1) If JS detects that an ad is missing; (2) it sends an
obfuscated ad request through a CV server; (3) the server retrieves the new
ad from an ad server; (4) the server obfuscates it before sending it back to the
browser; (5) JS rebuilds the ad content into DOM elements; and (6) re-injects
the ad back onto the page.

Alrizah et al. [13] anecdotally showed that EL is ineffective
at countering obfuscation-based circumvention. More recently,
Chen el at. [22] found that about one-third of advertising and
tracking scripts are able to evade adblocking filter rules due
to URL and other types of obfuscation. To the best of our
knowledge, prior work does not provide large-scale characterization of adblock circumvention or automated circumvention
detection in the wild.

to Fig. 1(a), prior work [50], [78] sought to detect the action
of step 1 and whether the popup of step 2 was displayed to the
user. Note that the outcome of anti-adblocking does not involve
ads. On the other hand, our work identifies characteristics of
circumvention, described in Fig. 1(b), within actions of steps
2 and 4, and whether ads were displayed as a result of step 6.

Anti-Adblocking vs. Circumvention. Fig. 1 compares antiadblocking and adblock circumvention. Both approaches share
the first step, detecting whether an ad is missing. Patently, this
is necessary for anti-adblocking. However, for circumvention,
it is not a required step but rather a choice that publishers
select to minimize the cost of using CV services.

However, the differential analysis method proposed in prior
work to detect anti-adblockers cannot be directly used to
detect adblock circumvention. For example, Zhu et al. [78]
conducted differential analysis of JS execution to find branch
divergences due to anti-adblocking. This technique, if used as
is, would incur false positives when a site is able to re-insert
ads but unsuccessfully displays them due to filter rules hiding
the ad element. More specifically, the circumvention approach
illustrated in Fig. 1(b) would exhibit a branch divergence at the
first step of detecting missing ads, which would be incorrectly
considered a positive label (successful circumvention). While
CV-I NSPECTOR also uses a differential analysis approach that
involves loading a page with and without adblocker, it does
not aim to capture branch divergences due to anti-adblocking.
As we discuss later, CV-I NSPECTOR conducts differential
analysis of web requests, DOM mutations, and other features
to be able to distinguish between successful and unsuccessful
circumvention of adblockers.

After the first step, their subsequent steps differ. As shown
in Fig. 1, different from anti-adblocking, circumvention involves a series of additional steps at the server-side to bypass
filter rules and re-inject ads in the client-side browser. Thus,
circumvention is a more intricate process. It must deal with the
process of attaining new ad content and where to place them on
the page. Recall that it must do this without disrupting the user
experience while also evading filter rules. The complexity of
circumvention is further denoted by adblockers implementing
new advanced filter rules, such as aborting JS execution, to
adequately combat it. This is further explored in Sec. III.
As noted before, anti-adblocking and circumvention both
aim to affect adblock users only: thus, making differential analysis a suitable technique to detect them. Intuitively, differential
analysis endeavors to capture fundamental characteristics of
anti-adblocking or circumvention. For instance, with regards
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Fig. 3. Commits by Filter Type. A boxplot of commit changes from 2018
to 2020 and categorized by filter types for ACVL. The horizontal lines within
the boxes represent the median, while the white circles represent the mean.
Fig. 2. Anti-circumvention List Over Time. This shows how filter rules
from ABP’s ACVL have evolved from May 2018 to May 2020 and categorizes
them by filter types.

III.

of September 2018 and peaks at 700 filter rules in November
2018. We see the overwhelming usage of element hiding over
other filter types such as web request blocking and advanced
element hiding. This can be attributed to the fact that advanced
element hiding has a large performance cost (with the use
of “window.getComputedStyles”), causing filter list authors to
use it sparingly. Also, element hiding may have been more
effective in 2018 because JS aborting was not introduced until
mid-November of that year [40]. Due to the over dependency
on element hiding, we see that until February 2019, ABP
could not prevent the loading of circumvented ads but rather
only hide them from the user. Moreover, we see a large
drop in element hiding rules (∼300 filter rules removed) from
November to December 2018. When inspecting the commit
changes of that drop, they appear to be cleaning up old filter
rules for Czech and German sites [64], [76]. In particular, we
find that many element hiding rules are used to target only
13 sites (e.g., novinky.cz and super.cz). This is a downside to
element hiding: it must target specific elements resulting in a
large number of rules to cover ads even for one site.

S TATE OF A NTI -C IRCUMVENTION

The adblocking community is increasingly wary of circumvention. Most notably, ABP recently started a dedicated filter
list, ACVL, to combat circumvention [43]. The filter list is
enabled by default in ABP to help block “circumvention ads.”
This anti-CV list has two key advantages over the standard
EL. First, it allows ABP to have full control over filter rule
design and management, including pushing the updated rules
at a higher frequency (e.g., every hour as opposed to every
four days for EL) and without community consensus. Second,
it supports advanced filter rules with enriched syntax and
capabilities, which are not supported by the standard EL,
specifically to counter CV services [38].
A. Filter Rules Overview
Filter rules can be either simple or advanced. Table I
provides examples and their compatibility with EL and ACVL.
We refer to EL types of rules as simple filter rules: they can
block web requests by matching domains and paths or hide
DOM elements by targeting CSS styles or content.

Next, we observe that the introduction of JS aborting
rules in mid-November 2018 triggers a change in the filter
type usage within ACVL. First, the popularity of JS aborting
rules denotes its effectiveness against circumvention. Second,
it reduces the ACVL’s dependency on element hiding because
JS aborting prevents ad reinsertion, which results in fewer
ad elements to hide. Consequently, this also increases the
popularity of web request blocking. This can be due to
two factors: (1) once filter list authors understand which JS
employs circumvention, they can better find a way to block the
script entirely; and (2) CV services rely more on web request
obfuscation during that period. Thus, from late 2018 to 2020,
we see that the three filter types were used almost equally.

ACVL deploys additional advanced rules to combat circumvention: these can abort the execution of JS or hide
DOM elements based on computed styles and visibility of
content [33]. For example, if “EX” is an JS object that holds
circumvention code, then “||a.com#$#abort-on-property-read
EX” can block any JS that accesses it. Creating the rule often
involves reverse engineering the code to identify that “EX”
holds circumvention related code. Furthermore, a filter rule like
“||a.com#$#hide-if-contains-visible-text /Sponsor/” can hide
any element containing the visible text “Sponsor.” Notably,
this differs from simple element hiding because the simple
rule only takes into account the existence of text content and
not whether it is displayed to the user.

Frequency of Updates. For 2019, which denotes ACVL’s first
complete year, Fig. 2 shows that the number of filter rules has
stabilized within the range of 400 to 500 rules. This contrasts
with EL’s constant growth, which increases at approximately
8K rules per year [73]. However, the daily modifications to
ACVL remains high. To explore this notion, we review the
changes of all commits within a day by using “git diff” and
parse each change to categorize then into filter types. Fig. 3
reveals the spread of changes per day (defined as number of
inserts and deletions) for each filter type within ACVL. We
find that the medians of changes are 12, 10, and 5 for web
request blocking, element hiding, and advanced JS aborting,

B. Analysis of the Anti-circumvention List (ACVL)
Evolution of Anti-circumvention Rules. We consider the
commit history of ACVL by using its GitHub repository and
rebuild the list’s filter rules for each day from May 2018 to
May 2020 [4]. Fig. 2 shows the evolution of the list since its
inception in May 2018. The list grows rapidly near the end
4

Occurrences

First, we note that there are about 927 sites that employ
circumvention within the Tranco top one million sites, which
denotes the low prevalence of circumvention; perhaps, due to
the cost of CV providers. Second, surprisingly, we see that
ACVL covers about 1064 sites that are beyond the one million
(1M) Tranco-ranking, more than twice the amount of coverage
when compared to the top-100K.
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Furthermore, we see low coverage numbers for the range of
rankings between 100K to 1M. We can deduce that the ACVL
may lack coverage in two ways. First, advanced rules must
specify which sites to target while simple rules can be website
agnostic. Second, we previously saw that ACVL’s number of
rules has stabilized — showing that ABP is more focused on
combating circumvention from a few known sites rather than
discovering new sites that employ circumvention. In addition,
while EL authors receive help from the community through
forums that have up to 23K reports over a span of nine years
[13], ACVL authors rely on submitted GitHub issues, with a
current total of 379 issues over a span of two years [4]. Thus,
significant manual work (e.g., updating rules and discovering
new circumvention sites) falls onto the filter list authors.

Minutes
Fig. 4. Time between Commits. The time between commits for ACVL is
most frequently within 4 minutes while the average is 2.3 hours.
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Takeaways. The number of ACVL filter rules has stabilized
in contrast to EL. This can be attributed to two factors: (1)
ABP’s focus on a few known CV providers; and (2) changes
within ACVL primarily being modifications to existing filter
rules. Thus, the coverage of ACVL is limited due to the focus
on modifying rules rather than discovering new circumvention
sites. Moreover, the effort to combat circumvention requires
significant effort from filter list authors. ACVL has only 14
contributors with three main contributors: wizmak, arsykan,
and Milene [6], who commit five, four, and three times on
average per day, respectively. These few filter list authors must
undertake a huge effort in keeping rules up-to-date.

Fig. 5. Tranco-ranking of ACVL. Sites extracted from ACVL and their
corresponding Tranco-ranking. We see that there is low coverage of sites for
circumvention from ranking 100k to one million. Note that about half of the
sites do not appear in the Tranco top one million list (labeled as 1M+).

respectively. The median for advanced element hiding remains
at zero due to its infrequent changes. Moreover, the frequency
of commits persists at a high rate, as indicated by the time
between commits, reported in Fig 4: it is commonly within
4 minutes. The average time is 2.3 hours, which is about 8.7
times more frequent that EL’s 20 hours [73]. This highlights
the accelerated arms race between publishers and adblockers
within the circumvention space.

This motivates our methodology in the next section, which
aims at assisting and prioritizing this effort by providing ways
to automate detecting successful circumvention in the wild, to
monitor the changes in publishers, and to be notified when a
site has successfully circumvented the adblocker.

Publishers that Employ Circumvention. Upon further inspection, we find that commits are generally modifications to
existing rules. For web request blocking, curators typically
change URL components (e.g., subdomains and paths) or
resource type within the rule. For both simple and advanced
element hiding, they often modify class names, IDs, styles,
and DOM structure. For advanced JS aborting, they change
the name of the JS object that the rule is targeting.

IV.

CV-I NSPECTOR : D ESIGN AND I MPLEMENTATION

In this section, we present CV-I NSPECTOR for detecting
whether a site employs circumvention or not. Fig. 6 presents
an overview of our methodology. In Sec. IV-A, we present our
instrumentation and automated data collection. In Sec. IV-B,
we apply differential analysis to identify data that is indicative
of circumvention. Then, in Sec. IV-C to IV-F, we extract
features, train, and evaluate our CV-I NSPECTOR classifier.

To evaluate publishers that cause these frequent commits,
we identify domains that appear in both insert and deletion
lines within a commit. We discover that the top two sites,
reuters.com and quoka.de, have triggered 671 changes to rules
over a period of 17 months and 269 changes within 18 months.
Overall, the top-10 websites that give filter list authors the most
trouble have an average ranking of about 10K [58]. However,
when considering the top-30, the average ranking is 189K,
which can be explained by the fact that many of the sites are
from Germany, where most of the ACVL authors reside.

A. Instrumentation and Data Collection
1) How we collect data: Our crawling script takes as input
a list of websites for which we collect data. For each page load
of a site, we wait for 25 seconds: we denote this as a “page
visit.” Page load times are commonly less than a minute as
they affect the search ranking of sites. As shown in Fig. 6, we
visit each site for a total of eight times. As a result, we select
25 seconds to not significantly slow down CV-I NSPECTOR,
which is inline with prior work [78].

Coverage of ACVL. Next, we investigate the coverage of
ACVL on the web, which has not been previously explored.
We extract the sites that are specified in the filter rules and
map them to their corresponding Tranco-ranking [58] in Fig. 5.
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Instrumentation and Data Collection (Sec. IV-A)
Browser
No Adblocker (A)
Crawling Script

Web
Requests

Web Requests
Collector
DOM Mutation
Collector

Data Collected

Browser
With Adblocker (B)

DOM
Mutation
Temporal
Events
Page
Source

Differential Analysis
(Sec. IV-B)
Set Difference of
{ x ∈ B and x ∉ A }

A

B

Machine Learning

where we also include the custom ABP extension that only
loads EL. In order to have a consistent behavior with ABP,
we only use one version of EL and the ACVL from March
13, 2020. Then, we configure Selenium to disable caching
and clear cookies to have a stateless crawl. For scalability
purposes, we utilize Amazon’s Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2)
and select the “m5.2xlarge” instance that allows CPU usage
without throttling [14]. We create a snapshot out of the setup
using Amazon Machine Image (AMI) [15], which allows us
to spawn many instances of EC2 for data collection.

Feature
Extraction
(Sec. IV-C)

Ground Truth
Labeling
(Sec. IV-D)

Classifier
(Sec. IV-E)

EasyList

Fig. 6. CV-I NSPECTOR Workflow. Given a list of URLs, our crawling
script will visit each site four times for: (A) “No Adblocker” and (B) “With
Adblocker.” With each visit, we collect web requests, DOM mutation events,
temporal events (e.g., timestamps and blocked events by the adblocker), and
the page source. We take the set difference between the data collected in the
two cases, (B)-(A), since websites commonly employ circumvention when
adblocker is on. We use the (B)-(A) data to extract most features, train and
evaluate our classifier.

2) What data we collect for each page: Next, we describe
the types of information we collect for each site. We are
interested in how the site changes from “No Adblocker” to
“With Adblocker,” at four vantage points:
1)
2)
3)

No Adblocker vs. With Adblocker. Since websites typically
employ circumvention only when an adblocker is present,
we utilize differential analysis to obtain insights into circumvention “signals.” For each website, we collect data for
two different cases: (A) “No Adblocker” and (B) “With
Adblocker.” For “No Adblocker,” we load each site four times
and take the union of the collected data in order to capture
the dynamic nature of a site because a it can retrieve ads from
different ad servers. This is a heuristic but justified choice: we
experimented with loading the same page for a varying number
of times and found that the number of contacted domains
plateaus at four. We will refer to these “four page visits” per
case, throughout the paper. We repeat the same process for
“With Adblocker.” In addition, we use ABP and configure it
to use EL. We deselect the “Allow Acceptable Ads” option
as we want to make sure ads are shown due to circumvention
and not because it was whitelisted. Furthermore, this gives
sites the best chance to circumvent the adblocker and the best
opportunity for us to capture it.

4)

Web requests: HTTP incoming and outgoing requests.
DOM mutation for nodes, attributes, and text.
Time stamps of all events like web requests, DOM
mutations, and blocked events caused by ABP (i.e.,
when a filter rule is matched, see Table I).
Page source code of the site (e.g., HTML, text, inline
CSS, and inline JS).

We also collect screenshots, which are capped at 1925x3000
to deal with websites that can infinitely scroll. Screenshots
are useful as we use them to verify our ground truth in
Sec. IV-D. Next, we explain how this collected data can reveal
obfuscation-based circumvention employed by the site.
1. Collecting Web Requests. Circumvention providers often
randomize subdomains and paths as an obfuscation technique
to retrieve new ad content for reinsertion, going beyond
simply rotating domains [13], [42], as illustrated in Fig. 1(b).
Capturing web requests can help identify this behavior. Examples are provided in Sec. IV-C. We implement a Chrome
extension to collect web requests by hooking into the Chrome
Web Request API [37]. This API streamlines the flow of
web requests into various life-cycle stages that developers
can easily subscribe to. Specifically, we hook into “onSendHeaders” to collect outgoing HTTP request headers and “onCompleted” to collect incoming HTTP response headers of
successful requests. To collect web requests blocked by ABP,
we hook into “onErrorOccurred” and look for status code
“ERR BLOCKED BY CLIENT.”

Landing Page and Sub-pages. Our crawling considers both
landing pages and sub-pages. This is critical because sites may
not employ circumvention in their landing pages but rather wait
until the user clicks into a sub-page to show circumvented
ads (e.g., maxpark.com). To find a sub-page, we inject JS
into the landing page to retrieve all URLs from hyperlink
tags. We select the first-party link with the longest number
of path segments. We use the intuition that the deeper the user
explores the site, the more interested the user is in the content,
thus increasing the chance that the site would serve ads. We
find that this methodology works well for sites that have
articles. To further ensure that we find a sub-page with ads,
we ignore informational pages using keywords (e.g., “contact,”
“login”) within the path. To only consider pages with content,
we further ignore first-party links that have extensions (e.g.,
“.tar.gz,” “.exe”), to prevent downloading external files.

2. Collecting DOM Mutation. Fig. 1(b) shows that re-injected
ads are often reconstructed in step 5 and may not have the
same DOM structure as the originally blocked ads. Capturing
how the DOM changes as the page loads can help uncover
these particular actions. We build a Chrome extension that
uses DOM Mutation Observers [49] to collect DOM changes.
The extension compiles events such as new nodes added (e.g.,
an ad image being added), nodes removed (e.g., a script
being removed), attribute changes (e.g., an ad element from
height 0 to 280px), and text changes (e.g., anti-adblocker
popup text). Furthermore, recall from Table I that an adblocker
can do element hiding. We capture this by instrumenting the
ABP extension (version 3.7) and hook into methods that hide
elements when a filter rule is matched to label the elements
with a custom HTML attribute “abp-blocked-element,” shown
in Listing 1. Since this causes a DOM attribute change, we
consider this as part of the DOM Mutation information.

Automatic Collection. We use Selenium [51], a framework to
automate testing of websites, to implement the crawling process. We select Chrome (version 78) [24] as the browser due
to its popularity. As depicted in Fig. 6, we create two Chrome
profiles. One profile is for the “No Adblocker” case, where
we include the web request extension and DOM mutation
extension. The second profile is for the “With Adblocker” case,
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Finally, recall that we wait for 25 seconds during each page
visit, which might miss some behavior on sites that need longer
to load. This is a parameter to tune: longer crawling times is
possible at the expense of slowing down CV-I NSPECTOR.

Listing 1. Page Source Annotations. Highlighted in blue, attribute “abpblocked-element” denotes that the adblocker has blocked the element. While
attribute “anticv-hidden” means that the img is not visible (not related to the
adblocker). All visible images and iframes are labeled with their offsetwidth
and offsetheight to give a more accurate representation of the page.
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4
5
6
7
8
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11

4) Data sets: We apply our methodology and collect
different data sets, summarized in Table II, which we then
use for different purposes throughout the paper. For each
of these data sets, we start from a list of URLs, apply the
methodology described earlier in this section, and we collect
the four types of information, referred to as “collected data” in
Fig. 6: web requests, DOM changes, temporal information, and
page source with annotations. The top three data sets in Table
II are collected using our methodology based on a given list
of sites: ACVL sites, Tranco’s most popular sites and Adblock
Plus Monitoring. The first two are publicly available.

<div abp−blocked−element="true">
<img s r c = "https://ads.com/banner.jpg" />
</div>
<div c l a s s = "mobile">
<img s r c = "https://b.com/logo.jpg"
a n t i c v − h i d d e n = "true" />
</div>
<iframe s r c = "https://b.com/ad" h e i g h t = "90"
a n t i c v − o f f s e t w i d t h = "728"
a n t i c v − o f f s e t h e i g h t = "90">
</iframe>

ACVL has been extensively discussed in Sec. III and
includes sites that currently employ, or had employed in the
past, CV services; we use this list to find positive samples. We
use Tranco ranked sites in two ways. First, since circumvention
is hard to find, we use the Tranco top-2K sites within our
ground truth data set (GT) to ensure that it covers popular
sites. Second, we use the Tranco-20K data set (which excludes
the top-2K) to test our classifier on popular sites that matter
to users. The third data set, internally maintained by ABP,
contains sites that employed circumvention at some point and
ABP continuously monitors them to see if ACVL is still
effective on them. We refer to sites that are closely monitored
by adblockers as “sites of interest.” Generally, this means that
the sites affect a large portion of adblock users (i.e., in terms
of popularity) or that the sites have caused users to submit
feedback about them.

3. Collecting Temporal Information. Since circumvention
is typically a reaction to ads being blocked, timestamps of
changes on the page can reveal how adblockers and circumvention code interact with each other. Thus, we record
and consider timestamps for web requests, DOM mutation,
and blocked events. For completeness, when we consider the
ACVL in Sec. V-B, we hook into methods that abort the
execution of JS to capture JS blocked events as well.
4. Collecting Page Source with Annotations. We use Selenium to save the page source of the site at the end of the page
load time. It gives us information about the state of the site
such as the HTML and text, inline CSS, and inline JS. In addition, it contains the annotated elements that are hidden by the
adblocker, as shown in Listing 1. Furthermore, since the page
source does not provide the actual visibility state of images and
iframes, we inject JS to annotate these elements with a custom
attribute “anticv-hidden” detailed in Listing 1. We extract all
images and iframes and consider the following cases. First,
if the element’s “offsetParent” is null and its “offsetWidth”
and “offsetHeight” are zero: this denotes that the element is
hidden due to its parent being hidden. Second, otherwise, we
use “window.getComputedStyles,” which provides us the final
styles that are applied on the element. We consider styles such
as “display: none” and “opacity <= 0.1” to see if the element is
hidden. Third, we treat elements with width and height of less
than or equal to two as hidden. This filters out pixel elements
used for tracking. We further use these annotations for feature
extraction, as described in Sec IV-C.

The bottom part of Table II summarizes our three original
crawled data sets that we use for training and evaluating our
classifiers in Sections IV-D, IV-E, and V.
B. Differential Analysis
1) Set Difference: Our intuition is that behavior observed
when an adblocker is used (“With Adblocker”) is different
from the behavior observed when there is no adblocker (“No
Adblocker”). This is likely due to CV services being triggered.
Recall from “No Adblocker vs. With Adblocker” of Sec.IV-A1,
that we need to account for the dynamic nature of websites.
Therefore, first, we take the union of the data sets collected
across all four page visits in each case. Then, we take the
difference of the two union sets (“With Adblocker” minus “No
Adblocker”). Next, we elaborate on what differences we examine for each of the four types of data collected.

3) Tools and Limitations: Using Amazon’s EC2 and AMI,
our methodology is scalable (e.g., multiple instances can be
initiated to fit the problem) and configurable (e.g., number of
sub-pages to find, which filter list to load). However, it also has
its limitations. First, some sites utilize Cloudflare’s protection
against web-crawlers where it shows a captcha, which prohibits
CV-I NSPECTOR from accessing the page. Second, Selenium
may not properly produce screenshots, which depends on how
body styles are applied. We address this limitation by first
checking whether the height of the body is zero. If so, then
we check the next immediate child element of the body to see
if it has a height to capture, and so on. Third, when discovering
sub-pages, we do not consider links from non-hyperlink tags
or if the site is utilizing JS to redirect users upon a click.

First, for web requests, circumvention services can serve
content behind first-party domains. Therefore, we cannot simply do a set difference on the domain level for web requests,
which would eliminate the presence of the circumvented ads.
Instead, we do a set difference based on the fully qualified
domain and its path while disregarding the query parameters.
Second, for for DOM mutations, we create a signature for each
event based on the element’s attribute names, tag name, parent
tag name, and sibling count. We do not depend on the value of
attributes because they can be randomized [13], which would
introduce more unrelated events to circumvention. Instead, we
rely on the length of the value within our event signature. For a
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Data Set Name

List of Sites Crawled

Web Request Features
Number of content-types
Entropy of subdomains, paths, query parameters (by
content-types and first/third-party)
Number of Mismatches of URL extension and content-type
Number of Mismatches of loaded resources
DOM Mutation Features
Number of DOM attribute changes (display, class, etc)
Number of DOM nodes removed (iframes, etc)
Number of elements blocked by EL (imgs, iframes, etc)
Number of DOM nodes added (a, imgs, etc)
Temporal Features
Number of blocked events (in first 12sec of page visit)
Number of blocked events (in second 12sec of page visit)
Average cluster size of DOM mutations over time
Page Source Features
Number of iframes and images in ad positions
Number of distinct words, characters, and newlines
Entropy of subdomains, paths, query parameters of visible
iframes and images contained in hyperlinks (with target or
rel attributes)

# Pages &
Sub-pages

Obtained by crawling a given list of sites
ACVL sites

Sites extracted
(public [4])

from

ACVL

3K

Tranco

Most popular sites (top-20K) at
tranco-list.eu (public [58])

32K

Adblock Plus
Monitoring

Sites that ABP monitors (maintained and provided by ABP)

360

Derived from ACVL & Tranco, used for ML training & testing
Candidate for
labeling (CL)

ACVL ∪ Tranco top-2K

6.2K

Ground
Truth (GT)

Subset of sites from CL that are
inspected and labeled (positive
or negative) for circumvention

2.3K

Tranco-20K

Tranco top 2K-20K (excluding
the top-2K used in CL)

29.3K

Ground Truth
Positives
(GTP)

Subset of GT with only positive
labels

700

Top
3
3

Top
3
3
3
Top
3

Top
3

TABLE III.
S OME OF THE FEATURES USED IN CV-I NSPECTOR . T HERE
WERE 93 FEATURES TOTAL IN THESE 4 CATEGORIES . T HOSE MARKED AS
“T OP ” WERE IN THE TOP -10 MOST IMPORTANT FEATURES IN S EC . IV-E.

TABLE II.
DATA SET SUMMARIES AND TERMINOLOGY USED
THROUGHOUT THE PAPER . E ACH OF THE ORIGINAL DATA SETS IS
OBTAINED BY CRAWLING THE CORRESPONDING LIST OF SITES ( AND
SUB - PAGE ) AND COLLECTING ALL 4 TYPES OF DATA ( WEB REQUESTS ,
DOM CHANGES , TEMPORAL , AND PAGE SOURCE ).

Listing 2. Obfuscated URL Example. Taken from psychologyjunkie.com,
we compare a normal URL with an obfuscated one where subdomains & paths
are randomized. Although truncated, the path can reach up to 6K in length.
The entropy of the subdomains for the regular and obfuscated URLs are 1.58
and 2.25, respectively. Their first path segments would have entropy of 1.79
and 4.56. As expected, the obfuscated strings have higher entropy.

simple example, if the element is “<div class=’ererke434’>,”
we would consider it as “div class9.” Third, for temporal
information, we first extract features per visit then average
them within their respective cases, then we apply the set
difference. Fourth, for page source, we do a set difference
based on words for text differences. For example, a text change
event with an old value of “Please subscribe to our content”
and a new value of “Please disable your adblocker to view our
content,” will result in a set difference of “subscribe, disable,
your, adblocker, view.”

0
1
2
3
4
5

2) Cleaning the Data: Recall that we load each site four
times to capture its dynamic content. A side effect is that we
end up with data (e.g., web requests and DOM mutations) that
is not necessarily related to circumvention, and can be due to
tracking, discernible non-ad resources, dynamic content, etc.
We filter these out before extracting features for circumvention.
First, for web requests, we identify tracking, social, and antiadblocking requests by applying EasyPrivacy [31], Adblock
Warning Removal List [2], Disconnect.Me [29], and uBlock
Origin’s GetAdmiral [70] filter lists. To filter out the requests,
we use Brave’s Adblock engine [21], a filter list parser that
supports EL-compatible rules. Second, we keep third-party ad
resources by looking at ones that have content-length larger
than 2 KB and have a max-age (within cache-control headers)
shorter than 40 days. We conclude on these numbers by
inspecting resources that were blocked by ABP. This gives us
a profile about what content-length and max-age ad resources
should have. Third, we only consider successful web requests
(e.g., HTTP status code 200) and discard the ones that involve
redirection, errors, or no content (e.g., HTTP status codes 304,
400, 204). This is because circumvention related web requests
should have content such as JSON (that may define ad content)
and JS (code to re-inject ads).

/* Regular URL */
https://cdn.convertkit.com/assets/CKJS4.js
/* Obfuscated URL */
https://h239rh.lmyiwaakn.com/qO8HqaNP1NUGrt
d4qtgA1agJ2JAHpqoDo9QDqqYAptl4qaoF1dZ0...

C. Feature Extraction
Next, we describe the features that we extract from the
cleaned set difference to capture circumvention. Not all features involve set differences, e.g., blocked events only appear
in the “With Adblocker” case. Table III lists the features that
we explored and highlights those that ended up being the top10 most important features. Then, we evaluate those features
and explain our intuition of why they can capture the presence
of CV services.
1. Web Request Features. One widely used obfuscation
technique is to randomize URL components and other features extracted from web requests, resulting in noticeable
differences between “No Adblocker” and “With Adblocker”
cases. Listing 2 shows a comparison between a regular URL
and an obfuscated one by circumvention. To capture this
randomization, we treat URL components, such as subdomains
and paths, as strings, and we calculate their Shannon entropy,
based on the frequency of each character occurring in the
string. The idea is that randomized strings will have higher
entropy. An illustrative example is shown in Listing 2. As
expected, the obfuscated strings have higher entropy for both
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(With Adblocker)

DOM Mutation
(With Adblocker)

DOM Mutation
(No Adblocker)
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Listing 3. Simple Ad Structure. An example of a simple ad structure that
can be used during ad re-insertion instead of an iframe.
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<a h r e f = "https://www.512xiaojin.com"
t a r g e t = "_blank" r e l = "nofollow">
<img s r c = "https://1.bp.blogspot.com/
-YTj2YjT6ODw.gif" />
</a>

1,000
100
10,000

how prolonged they are. For “With Adblocker,” we see fewer
DOM mutations within the first five seconds, perhaps due to
many blocked events in the beginning. However, after that, we
see more bursts of DOM activity; notably, within the 12–18
seconds that are not present in the “No Adblocker” case. This
is captured by the smaller average cluster size. Interestingly,
this turned out not to be a top feature. We deduce that this
is because not all circumvention techniques cause large DOM
mutation changes. For instance, a site can load in a static ad
and use a simple ad structure, as shown in Listing 3. We further
discuss circumvention techniques in Sec. V-A2 and Table VI.
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Since blocked events (i.e., any matching of filter rules in
Table I) can happen for sites that do not employ circumvention,
we want to investigate whether the timing of blocked events
can signal circumvention. Recall that we visit each page for
25 seconds, a parameter value chosen for reasons explained in
Sec. IV-A1. We compute the number of blocked events in the
first or second 12 seconds of the page visit. We initially thought
the second half would be a differentiating feature, as the page
would exhibit the action of re-injecting ads and the adblocker
would then once again block those ads. However, we observed
that the first half was more important, as shown in Fig. 7. This
may be because loading ads is a priority, leading to the blocked
events happening in the beginning of the page load. Also, filter
rules often aim to stop circumvention at the earliest possible
point. Ultimately, adblockers are more aggressive against sites
with circumvention, and therefore, cause more blocked events.

Fig. 7. Example of Temporal Features. We show the number of DOM
mutations (spikes) over time for “No Adblocker” and “With Adblocker”
(with the corresponding blocked events). We define a cluster of activity as
consecutive spikes (no more than one bin apart) and the cluster size as the
number of bins that it spans. The top figure shows the “No Adblocker” case,
which has 9 clusters with an average cluster size of 8.33. In the middle figure,
we show the “With Adblocker” case, which has 22 clusters with an average
size of 3.86. In the bottom figure, the dashed vertical lines represent whether
blocking events occurred. The majority of blocking happened within the first
12 seconds when compared to the remaining time (e.g., 11 events vs. 1 event).

subdomains and paths. We further split web requests up into
first-party and third-party sets. In addition, we count the the
number of different content-types extracted from their response
headers. Furthermore, we look at mismatch cases like when
a web request ends with a “.jpg” extension but its contenttype is “application/javascript.” Also, we look at whether
a particular path loads different numbers of resources. For
instance, when a path “a.com/images/” loads 10 images with
the “No Adblocker” case but then loads 15 images for the
“With Adblocker” case.

4. Page Source Features. Page source features characterize the
state of the site at the end of our page visit time. These features
convey whether circumvention was successful by identifying
possible ads that are still visible on the page. We discover
that circumvention exhibits behavior such as altering the DOM
structure of the ad to circumvent adblockers, while re-injecting
the ads back to specific, and often the same, locations.

2. DOM Mutation Features. DOM mutation features can
uncover behavior such as when new ad-related elements are
added. For nodes being added and removed, we focus on
element types that can be associated with ads such as “<a>,”
“<imgs>,” and “<iframes>.” For attribute changes, we focus
on changes such as the class attribute, visibility styles like
display and position, and the height of the element. Moreover,
we count the number of DOM attribute changes that involve
“abp-blocked-element,” which denotes the number of elements
blocked by EL.

First, we target specific DOM structures that hold ads
such as images or iframes. For images, we select those that
are contained by hyperlink elements (“<a>”) with attributes
“target” and “rel,” as shown in Listing 3. The “target” attribute
defines how the browser behaves after a user clicks on the
link such as opening up in a new window or tab. The “rel”
attribute defines the relationship between the current page and
the outgoing link. We can use this to infer that if the outgoing
link is also third-party, then it is likely to be an ad.

3. Temporal Features. We expect that a site would exhibit
different behavior (events) over time when employing circumvention, as depicted in Fig. 1(b). Therefore, we examine the
timing of events to extract temporal features. Fig. 7 details
how we capture differences in DOM mutations over time by
utilizing spikes, clusters, and cluster sizes. By considering the
cluster size, we can identify bursts of DOM mutations and

Second, we identify possible ad locations that can be
utilized for re-injection. We use the “No Adblocker” page
source and extract all iframes. We then dynamically create
CSS selectors for the iframes, specifying at least three levels of
ancestors to make sure the selector is specific enough. We then
use these selectors on the page source of the “With Adblocker”
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side and count the number of images or iframes that remain.
To deal with sites that randomly alter their element attributes,
we do a second search (when the first search does not match
any elements) with more generic selectors by looking at the
existence of attributes and not the values of them. For instance,
a selector of “div > div[opacity=’1’] > div[class=’rerejhf’]”
will turn into “div > div[opacity] > div[class].”
For both of these cases, we make sure that iframes and
images are visible and not hidden by the adblocker or pixelsize used for tracking. This is possible by using our annotations
from Listing 1 to ignore elements that are invisible to the user.

(a) gamer.com.tw: “No Adblocker” case

D. Ground Truth Labeling
Let us revisit Sec. IV-A4 and discuss how we use the
original data sets, shown in the top two rows of Table II, to
create our GT data set, for training our classifier.
Why Positive Labels are Important. A major challenge
for our GT data set is that positive samples (i.e., sites that
successfully employ circumvention) are rare and hard to find.
First, there are simply not many sites that employ circumvention today. For example, in Fig. 5, only 927, out of the top
one million Tranco sites, utilize circumvention. Second, we
define positive labels as not only attempting circumvention,
but also successfully circumventing adblockers, which further
reduces their number. Conversely, negative labels are easy to
discover because they correspond to sites that do not attempt
circumvention and to sites that do, but are unsuccessful at
evading the adblocker. For instance, see the imbalance in
Table V. Furthermore, human inspection and labeling of sites
is a labor-intensive process. To resolve these challenges, we
devise a methodology that reduces human labeling efforts
while finding many positive labels.

(b) gamer.com.tw: “With Adblocker” case
Fig. 8. Example of “Suspicious Content.” This gaming website shows
suspicious content on the right sidebar outlined in red. Note that the three small
images change between the (a) “No Adblocker” and (b) “With Adblocker”
sub-figures. Although the content may look like ads, it could also be benign
content related to gaming. Using a browser, we looked at their outgoing URLs
and observed that the two smaller images for Tera Awaken and EOS are ads,
while the third image links to a first-party page. Since there are still ads
displayed in (b) “With Adblocker,” we label this example as a positive label.

related to the site content. Fig. 8 illustrates an example of such
“suspicious content”: gaming ads are displayed for a gaming
site, “gamer.com.tw,” which makes it difficult to tell whether
they are ads or first-party content. To settle these cases, we visit
the site on our Chrome browser and set up ABP with the same
configuration (settings and filter lists) as our data collection.
This allows us to further verify whether the content was an ad
by looking at the outgoing link or test it out by clicking on it.
If the content is indeed an ad that goes to a third-party site,
we label it as positive. In our GT data set, we encountered
“suspicious content” only 69 out of 2321 times, thus making
it a corner case.

Candidates for Labeling (CL). We start from a list of URLs
that we consider candidates for labeling: this includes 2K domains extracted from the ACVL, as described in Sec. III-B, and
popular Tranco top-2K sites. Domains extracted from ACVL
are not guaranteed to have positives, because compatible rules
from ACVL can be transferred to EL, thus EL can deal with
circumvention for some sites. Furthermore, since Fig. 5 reveals
that many ACVL domains are beyond the one million ranking,
we also consider the Tranco top-2K sites as candidates for
labeling, to include more popular sites of interest. We then
crawl the sites using our data collection methodology, depicted
in Fig. 6, and end up with approximately 6.2k sites (including
sub-pages) for our CL data set.

As described, our labeling methodology relies on using
screenshots. Recall from Section IV-A1 that for a given site,
we visit it four times for the “No Adblocker” and “With
Adblocker” cases, which corresponds to four screenshots for
each case. An alternative approach to labeling would be to use
a browser to check the site, which can produce higher quality
labels. For instance, the browser allows us to view the entire
site as opposed to the limited height of the screenshots, which
is capped at 3000px to deal with infinitely scrolling sites.
However, the browser approach increases the human labeling
efforts. Screenshots offer an attractive compromise: they allow
us to quickly compare the four page visits of “No Adblocker”
and “With Adblocker” with each other, without setting up our
browser and loading the sites four times per case.

Labeling Each Site. We label each site, in our CL data
set, as either successful circumvention (positive label) or not
(negative label). We capture a screenshot each time we visit
a page and depend on them to label our sites. Our labeling
methodology is as follows. First, we open up screenshots from
“No Adblocker” case and identify where ads are shown. Then
we open up screenshots from “With Adblocker” and compare
to see if the ads are removed. If an ad is still visible, we
label the site as positive; otherwise, we label it as negative.
Second, there may be “suspicious content.” For instance, ads
can look similar to page content rather than common ads,
either because they lack transparency (e.g., not annotated by
“Advertisement” or “Sponsored”), or they may be closely
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Label
CV
No CV

Candidates for
Labeling (CL)
Add to
Ground Truth

Sites from
Anti-CV List
Bootstrap
Ground Truth

Label

Train
Classifier

Select
Top-500 Sites

Apply Classifier
to Remaining CL

Precision
0.94
0.92

Recall
0.84
0.97

Accuracy
0.93
0.93

F1-score
0.89
0.94

TABLE IV.
CV-I NSPECTOR Cross-validation Results. U SING A
R ANDOM F OREST CLASSIFIER , 93 FEATURES , AND 5- FOLD VALIDATION .
T HE LABEL “CV” MEANS SUCCESSFUL CIRCUMVENTION AND “N O CV”
MEANS THAT SITES HAVE NO CV ACTIVITY OR FAILED AT CV.

Done

Sites from
Tranco Top-2K

Order by Decreasing
Classifier Confidence

Iteratively enhancing the ground truth. We apply the classifier on the remaining sites of CL, sort the sites by decreasing
classifier confidence, and inspect and label the 500 sites where
the classifier is most confident. We add the new labeled
samples into our ground truth, we retrain our classifier, and
repeat the process. In each iteration, we choose and label 500
sites and add them to the ground truth, until the performance
converges. Fig. 10 shows diminishing returns after iteration 1,
thus we stop at 2 iterations. The main advantage of prioritizing
which sites to label is that it discovers more positive labels in
each iteration, compared to e.g. choosing 500 random sites to
label. This saves human effort, which is the main bottleneck.
Fig. 10 compares Iteration Zero (with our choice of 500 sites
in decreasing confidence) vs. Iteration Zero (Random choice
of 500 sites) and shows that we discover more than twice the
positive labels, and we achieve a higher F1.

Fig. 9. Labeling Methodology: We start with a list of sites from both ACVL
and Tranco top-2K, as Candidates for Labeling (CL). We develop an iterative
process for prioritizing which (500 in a batch) sites to inspect and label next,
then add them to ground truth. We bootstrap a classifier by using outlier
detection to find positive labels. In each iteration, we apply the classifier on
the remaining sites in CL, sort the sites by decreasing classifier confidence,
and inspect and label the 500 sites where the classifier is most confident.
Compared to picking randomly 500 sites to label, this heuristic prioritization
discovers more positive labels. For example, see Fig. 10 between “Iteration
Zero” and “Iteration Zero Random.” We add the new labeled samples into
our ground truth, retrain our classifier, and repeat the process for two more
iterations and declare “Done” when the performance converges, as shown in
Fig. 10. We combine all labeled data into our Ground Truth (GT) data set.

Ground Truth Data Set (GT). We combine all labeled data
(from all iterations, including the randomly selected Iteration
Zero) into one data set, which we refer to as GT. It contains
755 positive labels and 1566 negative labels.
E. The CV-I NSPECTOR Classifier
Fig. 10. Positive Labels and F1 (per Iteration): For our ground truth,
we show how many positive labels (sites with successful circumvention) were
discovered within each iteration. When we compare iteration zero and the
randomly chosen iteration zero, we find that our methodology discovers twice
as many more positive labels. We see that by the end of iteration two, we
receive diminishing returns on our classifier performance based on its F1-score.
Note that we only find 55 positive labels from the Tranco top-2K overall.

Training the Classifier. We train a classifier that can detect
successful circumvention, using all 93 features extracted in
Sec. IV-C, and the ground truth obtained in Sec. IV-D. We
considered different classifiers and observed that Random
Forest performs best. We split the GT data into 70/30 for
training and testings, respectively, and we perform 5-fold
cross-validation. We consider our contribution to lie not in the
ML technique itself but in the domain-knowledge that guided
the design of differential analysis, feature selection, and ground
truth labeling.

Prioritizing Which Sites to Label. Labeling is timeconsuming and is a well-known bottleneck in all communities
that maintain filter lists, including EL and ACVL. We develop
a heuristic for prioritizing which sites from CL to inspect and
label first to rapidly discover positive labels and minimize the
overall effort. We employ an iterative process shown in Fig 9.

Cross-Validation Results. We display the results in Table IV.
Detecting positive labels (i.e. sites succeeding in circumventing
adblockers) is of interest for filter list authors such as ABP.
Here, we achieve an F1-score of 0.89 and precision of 0.94.
Detecting negatives labels is also important because authors
want to be confident when disregarding sites without circumvention accurately: we see an F1-score of 0.94 and a precision
of 0.92; this becomes invaluable in the monitoring approach
in Sec. V-B as it reduces human effort.

Bootstrapping. We start from CL and perform outlier
detection using Isolation Forest [65]; our intuition is that sites
that utilize circumvention are drastically different from those
that do not. However, not all outliers have circumvention, as
there can be other reasons why a site behaves differently, such
as displaying more page content when ads are not displayed.
Therefore, we still need to inspect and label this initial (108)
outliers, and we find 56 positive labels. Next, we order the
remaining sites extracted from ACVL by Tranco ranking, and
pick the top-400 sites. Our intuition comes from Fig. 5, where
there are around 400 sites in the Tranco top-100k sites. We
balance our ground truth with the most popular sites in the
ACVL so that our classifier can generalize well in the wild.
We merge the labeled outliers with the top-400 sites in the
ACVL to obtain our first batch of ground truth with ∼500
sites. We train our classifiers on this GT.

Important Features. Not all 93 features from Sec. IV-C are
equally important. In Table III, we denote some of the features
that end up being in the top-10 most important ones. Fig. 11
also shows the empirical CDFs (ECDF) of four top-features
and illustrates that they can discriminate between sites that
employ successful circumvention or not. For example, consider
the circumvention technique that randomizes the JS first-party
path. We see that the path has much more randomness than
sites that did not circumvent the adblocker; see example in
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Circumvention

No Circumvention

structure. This makes it hard to identify whether it is an ad
or not and to evaluate the ad link for entropy. In addition,
strip2.xxx uses MobiAds [48] to display ads with a small
square image and the rest is text outside of the image. This
differs from regular ads where it is entirely an image with text
encapsulated in the image. As a result, CV-I NSPECTOR cannot
help notify filter list authors when they should update filter
rules for these particular cases. However, we argue that CVI NSPECTOR can be extended to cover corner cases to capture
CV activity, if the sites are of interest to the adblocker.
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Another reason for FN is the logic of triggering circumvented ads for a user. We find that even when a site is
capable of circumventing the adblocker, it may choose not to.
Though more future work is necessary to infer the business
logic of circumvention, we find that for a few cases where
the site only triggers circumvention once out of the four
times we load the page, CV-I NSPECTOR would predict there
is no circumvention. However, the classifier confidence is
generally higher (∼0.40), which is close to a positive label
when compared to when a site displays no ads at all within
the four page loads.
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Fig. 11. Top-Features ECDF. We show empirical CDFs of some of the top
features for our classifier. JS path entropy is the most discriminatory feature.

Lastly, some FNs are due to the limitations of screenshots
not conveying whether an ad is first-party or not. Thus, when
investigating these sites, we manually go to the sites and
found that they were first-party ads and should be labeled as a
negative. Here, we see that the classifier was able to determine
the correct label when it comes to first-party ads.

Listing 2. Specifically, 40% of sites with circumvention have
path entropy of two or less, while it is more than 80% of sites
with no circumvention. This captures the fact that publishers
can use first-party resources that contains circumvention code
to initialize the circumvention process. Thus, randomizing the
path can make it difficult for the adblocker to block it. The
corresponding ECDF is the most discriminatory, compared to
ECDFs of other features, uncovering the fact that randomizing
the path is a more effective technique against adblockers.
Fortunately, our usage of entropy as a feature captures this
difference and can detect the presence of circumvention.

2) False Positives (FP): CV-I NSPECTOR can mistake sites
that heavily rely on affiliation links or third-party links as their
own web content. For example, home-made-videos.com comprises completely of links to third-parties with image dimensions that can be considered as ad dimensions. Furthermore,
some mistakes by CV-I NSPECTOR can be attributed to a site’s
code mistakes. For instance, when investigating empflix.com,
we find that CV-I NSPECTOR accurately identifies web requests
that correspond to circumvented ad content. However, during
re-insertion, the JS errors out because it expects the existence
of an element with ID “mewTives” but the container is actually
not there. We note that this error does not happen on the
site’s sub pages where the container does exists, and CVI NSPECTOR correctly predicts that circumvention happens.

Iframe elements removed and third-party images in ad
locations are also direct mechanisms of circumvention. The
former depicts when sites generally clean up iframes that are
being hidden or blocked by the adblocker. The latter details the
subsequent actions of re-injecting ad images into previously
known ad locations during circumvention. We can infer that
if a site completes more ad re-injection actions, then it has
a higher chance of circumventing the adblocker. The ECDF
of number of blocked events indicates circumvention, where
the adblocker generally blocks more for sites that successfully
circumvent the adblocker. This highlights that adblockers do
not need to block aggressively for sites where they can easily
target the root cause of ads. However, when obfuscation
techniques are employed, the adblocker must try harder and
has a higher chance of not blocking all ads.

We find some false positives were actual true positives but
were mislabeled due to the height cap of screenshots. Recall
that we limit the height of the screenshots to be 3000px to be
compatible with sites that would infinitely scroll. We discover
that many adult content sites using ExoClick [32] would reinject ads back near the bottom of the page. We see this as a
strength of CV-I NSPECTOR that establishes that it can detect
circumvention beyond just the top part of the site (i.e., above
the fold section [54]).

Analysis of Mistakes. Next, we discuss the mistakes made
by CV-I NSPECTOR and we explain the root causes of false
negatives (FN) and false positives (FP).

F. Feature Robustness
CV-I NSPECTOR extracts a diverse range of features that
capture different fundamental characteristics of circumvention.
In this section, we discuss approaches that CV providers
could utilize to attempt to evade each type of features, along
with the approaches’ effectiveness and trade-offs involved. We
argue that it is challenging for CV providers to evade the
features used by the CV-I NSPECTOR, while still achieving

1) False Negatives (FN): FN occur when the site circumvented the adblocker but CV-I NSPECTOR predicted that
it did not. We find that CV-I NSPECTOR does not perform
well for sites that employ excessive DOM obfuscation. For
example, argumentiru.com displays Yandex [77] ads using
nested custom HTML tags named <yatag>, while separating
the ad image and the ad link in different parts of the ad DOM
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their objectives, which are: (1) to evade adblocking filter rules,
to display ads, and to obtain publisher ad revenue; (2) to not
degrade the user experience on the publisher’s site; and (3) to
minimize the cost and overhead incurred by the provider when
integrating the CV service.

Sampling
No
Yes

Detection on Tranco-20K Data Set
Label
Predicted
Correct Precision
CV
91
79 / 91
87%
No CV
29,248 345 / 380
91%

TABLE V.
W E APPLY CV-I NSPECTOR TO THE T RANCO -20K. F OR
“N O CV” INSTANCES , WE SAMPLE FROM THAT PREDICTED SET TO HAVE A
CONFIDENCE LEVEL OF 95% WITH 5% MARGIN OF ERROR .

1. Web Request Features. Randomizing URL components,
such as subdomains and paths, is a typical obfuscation technique that CV providers use to evade filter rules. However,
our entropy features capture not the exact randomized string
(which would be easy to evade) but the fact that randomization
is used at all (which is robust). An example was shown in
Listing 2. To bypass these features, a CV provider would have
to stop obfuscating URL components all together, i.e. abandon
this circumvention technique.

providers through differential analysis. In order to evade differential analysis, CV providers would have to make the site’s
behavior “With Adblocker” similar to that of “No Adblocker.”
However, this either limits ad re-injection to simple static ads
(often not profitable for publishers) or requires that CV services are triggered for all users (using adblockers or otherwise)
resulting in higher cost for the publisher.

2. DOM Mutation Features. A CV provider could try to
manipulate DOM mutation features. For instance, instead of
removing DOM nodes, the provider can hide the nodes.
However, circumvention would still be detected by our features
relating to “DOM attribute changes,” such as display and class.
CV providers could also try to add noise by causing dummy
DOM mutations. However, unless the provider can affect the
“No Adblocker” case as well, it will make circumvention activity even easier to detect via differential analysis. Furthermore,
adding too many dummy mutations can make the site slow
since the browser must refresh how the page is displayed,
which affects the user experience.

G. Summary
In this section, we presented the design and implementation
of CV-I NSPECTOR. Specifically, it collects data from web
requests, DOM mutations, temporal information (including
blocked events caused by ABP), page source, and screenshots.
Then, it employs differential analysis designed uniquely to
capture circumvention activity, and we extract intuitive features
specifically designed for capturing circumvention. We also
provide an iterative methodology for obtaining ground truth,
that can speed up the process while discovering more positive
labels. We trained and evaluated a Random Forest classifier
using this GT data set, and demonstrated that it achieves an
accuracy of 93% in detecting sites that employ CV providers.
We further find that web request features relating to path
entropy is the most effective feature. By capturing the essential
characteristics of circumvention, we conclude that it would
be difficult for CV providers to evade both CV-I NSPECTOR
and filter rules without incurring costs, i.e., not being able to
show profitable ads to the users and overhead of activating
circumvention for all users. Next, we apply and evaluate CVI NSPECTOR in real world settings.

3. Temporal Features. The CV provider can try to change the
number of blocked elements by making the advertising DOM
structure simpler, as shown in Listing 3, or more complex by
using unnecessary DOM elements. This effectively reduces the
number of blocked elements. However, page source features
can still detect circumvention by analyzing ad positions rather
than the DOM structure. Another possible exploit is to delay
the triggering of circumvention (e.g. after the 12 second period)
so that CV-I NSPECTOR does not detect the number of blocked
events. However, this goes against the main objective of ads,
which is to quickly display ads to the user before the user
leaves the page. This delaying approach would negatively
affect the revenue that the publisher wants to recover by
employing circumvention in the first place.

V.

CV-I NSPECTOR : I N THE W ILD D EPLOYMENT

We employ CV-I NSPECTOR in two real world scenarios.
First, in Sec. V-A, we employ CV-I NSPECTOR on the popular
Tranco-20K sites to discover sites that circumvent adblockers,
and are possibly unknown. Second, in Sec. V-B, we use CVI NSPECTOR to monitor the effectiveness of ACVL on sites
that are well-known to circumvent adblockers, and which
are continuously monitored by filter list curators. For the
evaluation of monitoring, we use two data sets: our own GTP
data set and Adblock Plus Monitoring data set provided by
ABP. More details are provided in the respective sections and
the data sets are detailed in Sec. IV-A4 and Table II.

4. Page Source Features. To evade the features related to
the number of iframes and images in ad positions, a CV
provider can change the location of ads when circumvention
is employed. For example, if ads were original shown on the
right side bar for the “No Adblocker” case, then the ads can
be moved to left side bar. However, this increases the overhead
for the publisher to integrate with CV providers, as the new ad
locations must be seamlessly incorporated into individualized
templates of different sites. In the above example, the left
side bar must make sense within the publisher’s template
to be a feasible ad location. Also recall from Fig. 1(b) that
the publisher must still fetch for new ad content. Thus, CVI NSPECTOR can still capture this circumvention characteristic
through our web requests features.

A. Discovering Circumvention in the Wild
1) In the Wild Performance: We first conduct a large-scale
analysis of deploying CV-I NSPECTOR in the wild. Our goal
is to facilitate the crowdsourcing effort by the adblocking
community to discover sites that successfully circumvent adblockers. To that end, we apply CV-I NSPECTOR on the popular
Tranco-20K sites, which contains 29.3K pages with sub-pages.
Recall that the Tranco top-2K sites were used as candidates for

Takeaways. Overall, CV-I NSPECTOR raises the bar in the
arms race with CV providers, by extracting diverse features
that collectively capture the fundamental behavior of CV
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Fig. 12. Discovery vs. Precision. The trade-off between discovering more
circumvention sites (positive instances) within our Tranco-20K (in the wild)
data set vs. being correct in the prediction.
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Fig. 13. Trade-offs on the Tranco-20K Data Set. (a) Within our ROC curve,
we can maximize Youden’s J index if we value high true positive rate (TPR)
with low false positive rate (FPR) for the purpose of discovering sites with
successful circumvention. The threshold following this criteria is 0.41, which
corresponds to a TPR of 0.85 and FPR of 0.11. (b) Within our precision-recall
curve, we can find the threshold that corresponds to the optimal F1-score for
positive labels. The threshold following this criteria is 0.45, which achieves
an F1-score of 0.79.

labeling (CL), which eventually affected the training set (GT)
for our CV-I NSPECTOR’s classifier. Therefore, we exclude it
from the in the wild evaluation because we want to keep the
Tranco sites used for training (top-2K) and testing (top 2k20K) disjoint. We follow our earlier data collection approach,
described in Fig. 6, to crawl these URLs. As shown in Table V,
CV-I NSPECTOR detects 91 sites as “CV” and the remaining
29,248 sites as “No CV.” We validate the 91 “CV” sites and
a random sample (380) of “No CV” sites. CV-I NSPECTOR
achieves 87% precision when identifying sites with successful
CV and 91% for the opposite case. Our evaluation in Table V
shows that CV-I NSPECTOR generalizes well in the wild, with
similar precision when compared to Table IV.

threshold depends on the use case. For example, if one wants
to optimize for TPR (i.e., recall) while keeping the FPR low,
one metric to maximize is Youden’s J index, which leads to
a threshold of 0.41 with corresponding TPR of 0.85 and FPR
of 0.11. This is the right objective when we are interested in
discovering more sites that employ circumvention at the risk
of some additional false positives.

The Random Forests classifier picks the likeliest class,
which in binary classification is by default the class with
probability above 0.5. This is the case in the results presented
in Tables V, VII, and VIII in this section. CV-I NSPECTOR
can be applied to different use cases (e.g. discovery or monitoring of sites employing circumvention) that value different
metrics (e.g. recall vs. precision, respectively). Since there is
no universally applicable operating point, instead of tuning
parameters to overfit a particular use case and data set, we
discuss the trade-offs involved and leave it up to the users
of CV-I NSPECTOR to decide upon the operating point that
matches their goals.

Another even more relevant trade-off in our case is
precision vs. recall, depicted on Fig. 13(b). We find that a
threshold of 0.45 maximizes the F1-score for positive labels,
achieving a F1-score of 0.79. It is not surprising that this value
is close but below 0.5, because our Tranco-20K data set is
imbalanced as shown in Table V. As discussed in Sec. IV-D,
positive labels are rare when compared to negative labels,
which makes the classifier less sensitive to the minority class.
To compensate for this, one would decrease the threshold to
improve recall for positive labels at the expense of precision.
2) Circumvention Providers: We now analyze the breakdown of different circumvention providers. Note that CVI NSPECTOR is not designed to distinguish between different
circumvention providers. Therefore, we rely on other heuristics
to detect specific CV providers.

Trade-offs. Fig. 12 reports how CV-I NSPECTOR navigates
the trade-off between discovering more sites that successfully
circumvent adblockers and precision, when applied to the
Tranco-20K data set. For instance, a confidence level threshold
of 0.6 achieves a precision of 98% with only one FP. This
would be an attractive option to minimize human supervision
for monitoring sites of interest. However, if discovering sites
that use circumvention is more important, then lowering the
threshold below 0.5 would find more sites at the expense of
increasing human efforts to deal with FPs. The operating point
can be tweaked to optimize various objectives of interest.

Unique Keywords for CV Providers. We curate keywords
that are indicative of specific CV providers through a careful
manual inspection of known circumvention sites in our GT data
set. Intuitively, to discover keywords, we first search using the
name of the providers within our collected data of web requests
(e.g., URLs and HTTP request/response headers) and page
source files (e.g., HTML files consisting of HTML, inline CSS,
and inline JS). Notably, we discover that some CV providers,
like ExoClick, AdDefend, and Adthrive, do not attempt to hide

As a concrete example, Fig. 13(a) depicts how CVI NSPECTOR can navigate the trade-off between true positive
rate (TPR) and false positive rate (FPR). The suitable classifier
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CV Providers

AdThrive [12]
Publica [59]
ExoClick [32]
Yandex [77]
AdDefend [7]
MobiAds [48]

Count

154
77
76
434
38
17

WR

G
#
G
#
G
#
G
#

DOM

G
#
G
#
G
#

Ground Truth Positives (GTP) Data Set
Sampling
Label
Predicted
Correct Precision
No
CV
244 223 / 244
91%
Yes
No CV
465 187 / 211
89%

CVI NSPECTOR
precision
98%
95%
100%
100%
N/A
N/A

TABLE VII.
W E SHOW THE RESULTS OF APPLYING OUR CLASSIFIER
ON ∼ 700 SITES FROM OUR GROUND TRUTH THAT ALSO ORIGINATED FROM
ACVL (TABLE II). H OWEVER , THIS TIME WE COLLECT THE DATA BY
TURNING ON ACVL AS WELL WITHIN OUR CUSTOM ABP EXTENSION .
F OR “N O CV” INSTANCES , WE SAMPLE FROM THAT PREDICTED SET TO
HAVE A CONFIDENCE LEVEL OF 95% WITH 5% MARGIN OF ERROR .

C IRCUMVENTION P ROVIDERS & A PPROACHES . W E
SHOW THE PRESENCE OF CIRCUMVENTION PROVIDERS WITHIN THE
T RANCO -20K. W E USE TO MEAN FULL OBFUSCATION , WHICH MEANS
RANDOMIZED URL COMPONENTS (WR) OR DEEPLY NESTED
NONSTANDARD DOM STRUCTURES FOR AD (DOM). G
# DENOTES PARTIAL
OBFUSCATION , WHICH MEANS AD RESOURCES MAY BE HIDDEN WITH
FIRST- PARTY DOMAIN (WR) AND AD REINSERTION USES SIMPLER DOM
STRUCTURES (DOM). WR = W EBREQUESTS , DOM = DOM CHANGES .
TABLE VI.

Sampling
No
Yes

Adblock Plus Monitoring Data Set
Label
Predicted
Correct
CV
5
4/5
No CV
355 184 / 185

Precision
80%
99%

TABLE VIII.
F ROM A REAL WORLD DATA SET USED BY ABP TO
MONITOR CIRCUMVENTION , WE APPLY OUR CLASSIFIER AND SHOW THE
RESULTS . F OR “N O CV” INSTANCES , WE SAMPLE FROM THAT PREDICTED
SET TO HAVE A CONFIDENCE LEVEL OF 95% WITH 5% MARGIN OF ERROR .

their presence, as the name of the provider was sufficient to be
used as keywords. For example, we found that ExoClick can
be detected by the keywords “exoclick” and “exoloader” in
the page source. For AdDefend, AdThrive and MobiAds, we
look at keywords “addefend,” “adthrive,” and “mobiads” in the
page source, respectively. Similarly, Publica can be detected by
looking for the key ”publica user id” in the HTTP response
Set-Cookie header. When the name of the provider was not
enough, we inspected the DOM structure of the ad using the
page source to see if there was any unique identifier that we
could use. In this case, we find that Yandex can be detected
by looking for the custom DOM tag “<yatag>.” In total, we
utilized seven keywords to identify the presence of six different
CV providers listed in Table VI.

lmyiwaakn.com) before fetching the JS that implements their
circumvention logic. Second, ExoClick and AdDefend do not
obfuscate URLs but rather serve their ad resources under firstparty domains that are difficult to distinguish from legitimate content. AdThrive fetches ads in iframes using rotating
third-party domains, subdomains, and randomized IDs. Third,
ExoClick and AdDefend differ in their DOM obfuscation
techniques. ExoClick uses a simpler ad structure (a hyperlink
with two div children) while obfuscating the ad image by
serving it with CSS background-image instead of a regular
image tag. On the other hand, AdDefend employs a nested
DOM structure with obfuscated IDs, while Yandex uses nested
non-standard tags with obfuscated class names.

We note that the presence of these keywords does not
necessarily always indicate that circumvention was successful.
It could also mean that circumvention attempt failed or that
circumvention was not even attempted (e.g., dormant code).
Therefore, we cannot simply use these heuristics in place of
CV-I NSPECTOR to detect sites that circumvent adblockers.
Table VI summarizes the application of the aforementioned
heuristics on Tranco-20K sites. We identify many instances of
different CV providers, including ad networks such as Yandex
and dedicated CV providers such as AdThrive and AdDefend.

Finally, we analyze CV-I NSPECTOR’s performance in detecting different CV providers. We match each detected CV
provider instance in Table VI to our CV-I NSPECTOR deployment results on Tranco-20K sites from Table V. We see that
CV-I NSPECTOR achieves good precision in detecting different
popular CV providers. For AdDefend and MobiAds, we use
“N/A” to denote that we lack sufficient data.
B. Monitoring Circumvention for Sites of Interest
As discussed in Sec. III-B, ACVL is updated very frequently to combat the back and forth between adblockers and
circumvention providers. In addition, filter list authors generally focus their attention on “sites of interest,” as discussed
in Sec. IV-A4. Curators must continuously monitor them to
see if the filter list (ACVL) continues to be effective, or if
circumvention has evolved, and the filter rules need updating.
Consequently, much human labor goes to this continuous
monitoring of sites in the ACVL. To that end, we show how
CV-I NSPECTOR can automatically monitor whether ACVL is
effective in countering circumvention on a site. We use the
same approach as laid out in Fig. 6 but with one change. We
use the ACVL, in addition to EL, when crawling a site with an
adblocker. We use two data sets from Table II for evaluation:
(1) the GTP data set, which contains all sites that circumvent
the adblocker in our GT; and (2) Adblock Plus Monitoring data
set, which contains 360 sites that ABP continuously monitor
for circumvention activity to update filter rules.

Taxonomy of Circumvention Approaches. Next, we characterize the obfuscation approaches used by different CV
providers by defining whether the obfuscation is full ( ) or
partial (G
#). For web request obfuscation, full obfuscation refers
to the use of randomized URLs including subdomains and
paths as shown in Listing 2 while partial obfuscation refers to
the use of first-party subdomains. For DOM obfuscation, full
obfuscation refers to the use of non-standard DOM structures
such as deeply nested elements or randomized tag attributes
while partial obfuscation refers to only randomized tag attributes with simple DOM structures, such as Listing 3.
Using this taxonomy, we compare the full vs. partial obfuscation techniques of different CV providers. First, ExoClick
and AdDefend simply leverage inlined JS, which is difficult
to block without hurting other page functionality [22], to implement their circumvention logic. AdThrive redirects through
several domains (e.g., cloudfront.net → edvfwlacluo.com →
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Limitations. There are limitations in our design and implementation. First, CV-I NSPECTOR uses differential analysis that
relies on differences between the “No Adblocker” and “With
Adblocker” cases. If sites exhibit no actual differences in the
two cases, then CV-I NSPECTOR will not be able to detect
circumvention. For example, searchenginereports.net already
includes circumvented ads in the DOM structure of the “No
Adblocker” case but only hidden. When it detects an adblocker
affecting its ads, it will simply show the backup ads that were
already there. Second, CV-I NSPECTOR only considers circumvention that appears without user interaction. For instance,
shahid4u.cam displays no visual ads to the user, but when the
user clicks on a link, it will redirect the user to an ad before
showing the real content. More details on implementation
choices and limitations are provided in Sec. IV-A3.

1) Monitoring sites in GTP: We use CV-I NSPECTOR to
classify sites within our GTP data set, which comprises of
700 sites from the GT data set that originated from ACVL
and were successful at circumventing the adblocker. If CVI NSPECTOR again detects a site as “CV,” it shows that the
site is able to successfully circumvent even the ACVL. We
manually validate CV-I NSPECTOR’s classifications. Table VII
summarizes the results. We note that CV-I NSPECTOR again
detects 244 sites as “CV” with 91% precision and 465 sites as
“No CV” with 89% precision. The results show that more than
one-third of sites with relevant filter rules in the ACVL are still
able to successfully circumvent adblockers. This demonstrates
that the sites addressed by the ACVL need to be continuously
monitored. We suggest that CV-I NSPECTOR should be periodically used (e.g., every hour) to monitor the sites on the ACVL.
The sites that are detected by CV-I NSPECTOR would need to
be reviewed by ACVL curators to update the filter rules and
the rest can be safely ignored.

Future Directions. We plan to further automate filter rule
generation and help anti-CV authors, by building on two opportunities already provided by CV-I NSPECTOR. First, our differential analysis already uncovers web requests that are related
to circumvention. Consider the spring.org.uk example: CVI NSPECTOR already pinpoints all randomized paths and subdomains of podfdch.com. Using that information, a filter list
author can simply create a filter rule such as “*.podfdch.comˆ”
or any variations of its subdomains and paths if there are
common prefixes and suffixes like “||podfdch.com/erej*”. Second, our feature extraction already dynamically generates CSS
selectors of ad locations where re-injection can happen. Filter
list authors can translate them into DOM element hiding rules,
as described in Table I. They can infer the effectiveness of the
selectors — the more elements that match, the more ads the
selectors will affect.

2) Monitoring sites from ABP: To further demonstrate CVI NSPECTOR’s usefulness, we obtain a list of 360 sites from
ABP that are manually monitored by the ABP team due
to the sites’ fast-paced adaptation to changes in the ACVL.
Table VIII summarizes the results of applying CV-I NSPECTOR
(with ACVL) on these sites. Out of these sites, we note that 5
sites are detected as “CV” and the remaining 355 as “No CV,”
again with high precision. This finding shows that even the
sites that are closely monitored to be addressed by the ACVL
team can successfully circumvent the adblocker. Notably, if we
consider only the 190 sites that we labeled as human labeling
effort, then CV-I NSPECTOR was able to save up to 98% of
the work for ACVL curators by predicting 188 sites correctly.
Thus, CV-I NSPECTOR can help with continuously monitoring
these sites at a high frequency.
VI.

It also remains to be seen how robust CV-I NSPECTOR is
in the presence of ever-changing circumvention obfuscation
techniques. Our intuition is that the features used by CVI NSPECTOR (e.g., randomness in an obfuscated path) are
inherently more long-lived and harder to evade than the exact
rules used by filter lists (e.g., the actual randomized string in
the path). It would be interesting to characterize the time scales
of this arms race.

D ISCUSSION AND F UTURE D IRECTIONS

Summary. In this paper, we studied an emerging threat in
the advertising ecosystem: circumvention (CV) services that
help publishers bypass adblockers and re-injects ads. CV
services are sophisticated, opaque for the user, and exploit
fundamental weaknesses of adblockers’ design and the opensource nature of anti-CV community efforts (exemplified by
the anti-CV list). Although there has been increasing anecdotal
evidence about adoption of circumvention in the wild, to the
best of our knowledge, ours is the first large-scale study
of the state of circumvention arms race. We develop CVI NSPECTOR: a methodology for automatically crawling sites
of interest and a classifier that can accurately detect whether a
site successfully circumvent the adblocker or not. We envision
that CV-I NSPECTOR will serve as an automation tool for filter
list curators to help them focus their inspection efforts in
discovering new sites that employ circumvention in the wild
and in monitoring sites of interest continuously in the arms
race between circumvention and anti-CV filter rules.

Feature engineering can also be improved. We can consider
new features (e.g. extracted from JS) and improve existing
features (e.g. the way we capture DOM mutation, by taking
into account the DOM graph structure in the differential
analysis). With respect to JS in particular, the current version
of CV-I NSPECTOR does not take into account JS features on
purpose, because CV providers heavily obfuscate JS, which
makes differential analysis challenging. As shown in Fig. 1(b),
this involves retrieving new ad content (web requests) and
displaying the ad to the user at the end (DOM structure). The
technique that JS utilizes to re-inject ads back upon the page
does not matter: as long as CV-I NSPECTOR can recognize the
final DOM structure, it can still detect circumvention.
Overall, we consider CV-I NSPECTOR to be the first significant step towards automating aspects of the defense (ad
blockers, filter list authors’ effort) against circumvention by
showing that it can reduce human labeling efforts by 98%.
The longer term goal is to fully automate the defense against
circumvention through detection and filter list generation.

Open Source Tools. We plan to make CV-I NSPECTOR available to the community at [72]. This will include the data sets
(including our labeled dataset of top-20K crawled sites), crawling instrumentation (shareable as Amazon Machine Images
[15]), and the trained classifier.
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